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The two-loop method for determination of dynamic stress intensity 
factors from dynamic isochromatic crack-tip stress patterns 

H. P. ROSSMANITH (VIENNA) 

THE STATIC three-parameter method as developed by Da11y and Etheridge for the determination 
of stress intensity fa~ors from data pertaining to a pair of non-identical isochromatic crack-tip 
fringe loops is generalized to the dynamic case. The influence of the transition from plane strain 
to plane stress when selecting larger loops is discussed. Generalized stress intensity factor versus 
fringe loop tilt angle relationships and various adjustments are presented, which incJude both 
dynamic and higher order term corrections. 

Statystyczn~ metod~ tr6jparametrow~ rozwini~t~ przez Dally' ego i Etheridge'a slui'4~ do okreS
Jania wsp6lczynnik6w intensywno§ci napr~:ienia na podstawie danych dotyc~cych pary nie
identycznych ~tli izochrom w wierzcholku szczeliny uog6lniono w niniejszej pracy na przypadek 
dynamiczny. Przedyskutowano wplyw przej§cia z plaskiego stanu odksztalcenia do plaskiego 
stanu napr~i:enia przy wyborze coraz wi~kszych ~tli. Przedstawiono zale:inosc mi~dzy uog61-
nionym wsp6lczynnikiem intensywno8ci napr~i:enia a k~tem nachylenia ~tli oraz om6wiono 
ro:ine czlony korekcyjne wynilcaj~ce z ef~kt6w dynamicznych i poprawek wy7.szego ~u. 

CTaTH'Iecl<ltif TpexnapaMeTpW~eCKHif M~Q.l{, paaBHTb:di .Uamm H 3TepH,I:{>KOM H CJIY>KaiiUrli 
WUI onpe,I:{eJieHIDI K034>4>mmeHTOB inrreHCHBHOCTH HanpiD«eHHH Ha OCHOBe ,I:{aHHbiX, Kaca
IOIIUIXCH napbl HeH,I:{eHTII'IHbiX· neTJieii uaoxpoM B BepiiiHHe I.UeJIH, o6o6I.UeH B H&CTO.Jtmeii 
pa6oTe Ha ,I:{HHaMW~eCKHH: ~. 06cy>K.l{eilo· BJIWIHHe nepexo,I:{a H3 rmoCKoro ,I:{eli>opMBIUIOH
HOro COCTOmm.R B UJIOCKOe Hanp.R>KeHHOe COCTQHHHe, npH Bhi60pe BCe OOJILIIlHX UeTJieH. 
llpe,I:{CTaBJieHa 3aBHCHMOCTL Me>K,I:{y . o6o6I.UeHHhiM K034>4>HIUleHTOM HHTeHCHBHOCTH HanpH• 
memm H yrnoM HaKJIOHa IJ.eT~,.a TaJ<>Ke , o6cy>K,I:{eHhi paaHhie nonpaBoliHI>Ie ttJieHhi, Bhrre
KaiOIIUie H3 ,I:{HHaMH'IeCKHX nonpasoK H nonpasoK Bhlcmero nopH.l{Ka. 

1. Introduction 

A COMMON procedure for the determination of the stress intensity factor K from photoelastic 
data was introduced by IRWIN in 1958 [1]. In this method, the stress around a crack tip 
can be characterized by two parameters, the intensity factor K, and a uniform stress 
a0.x, and may be eva_,luated Jrom measurements of the apogee distance r,, of a fringe 
loop and the fringe loop tilt angle 8,. (Fig. 1). 

Since then, BRADLEY and KPBAY~I [2] have modified Irwin's method employing 
a technique which involves measurements of r, and 6, on two different fringe loops. 

ETHERIDGE et al. [3] introduced an addjtional parameter {3 into the analysis to account 
for finite boundary effects. This two-term truncation of the Taylor series expansion of 
the "Westergaard" stress function allows the use of larger isochromatic fringe loops which 
exceed the range of applicability of. the singular stress field analysis. A static two-loop 
method has been developed by ETHEJUDGE and DALLY [4] where a cubic equation for fJ 
was derived. 
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All the preceding methods of analysis pertain to the static case. Recently, ROSSMANnH 
and IIlWIN [5] generalized the methods to the dynamic case. Here, a dynamic two-loop 
method is developed and a simple cubic equation for p is presented. 

Crocl< tip 

FIG. 1. Characteristic geometry of a pair of isochromatic fringe loops at the crack tip. 

2. Analysis 

The dynamic stress field around a running opening mode crack can be represented 
by [6] 

(1) 

Gx = AJ.'{(2d-r~-l)ReZ1 -DReZ2}+Gox' 
Gy = A,u{ -:-(1 +rDReZ1 +.0ReZ2}, 

t'xy = Alf2r1 {ImZ2 -lmZt}, 

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex two-term Wester
gaard type stress funcdon 

(2) Z1 = K [1 +P!.!_]. 
y2nzJ a 

The coefficient A may be determined from the boundary conditions and is given by 

(3) A . :..... . .I +r~ . 
,u - 4r r -(.1 +r2) 2 ' 1 2 . ' 2 

where}' is the shear modulus, rJ = 1- (c/ci)2 (j= I', 2); c is the crack tip speed, c1 and 
c2 are the longitudinal and transversal wave velocities, respectively, for plane waves in 
an infinite medium and !J = 4r1 r2 /(l +ri). Figure 2 provides soine advantageous geo
metrical relationships between Zj and z: · 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

z = x+iy . = . rei8, 

z1 = x.+ iy1 = (]je18
1, 

r!J = ryl-(cfcJ) 2siri_2fi = rrl~ 
tan01 = r1 tan0 U = 1, 2). 
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FIG. 2. Crack tip coordinate systems employed in the stress function analysis. 

Employing the relations (4)-(6), the real and imaginary parts of the stress functions 
(2) take the form 

(7) K I OJ' ( r 2 ) ReZiz) = .. ! cos-2 I+P-i'J , 
., 2nr 'Y1 a 

(8) mZ1 z = --=-Slll- 1- -y1 , I ( ) K I . 01 ( p r 2 ) 

y' 2nr i'J 2 a 

and upon substitution into Eqs. (1), the stresses take the form 

"• = y~, V; {<2rf-ri+ I)C~ (I +fJ ;, rl) -.oc:( 1 +fJ ;, ri) + ~: }. 

(9) a,= :::. V; { -(1 +rile: ( 1 +fJ ;, rl)+.oc:(I+P ;, ri )}. 

T., = :::.. ~2r,{q(1-fJ ;, rl)-c;(I-fJ ;, ri)}. 
where the abbreviations C~, C~ (j = I , 2) are given in the Appendix and the parameter 
oc involving O'ox is given by 

(10) O'ox v'~ * ,. /r 
IX= K , IX =IXvr:-

and controls the character of the biaxial stress field near the crack tip. 
The maximum in-plane shear stress is 

(11) (2Tm)2 = (O'y -O';;c)2 + (2T;;cy} 2
• 

From the fringe loop geometry, it follows that 

(12) OTm -0 
()() 8=6m - ' 

r=rm 

where r m is the apogee distance and ()m is the associated fringe loop tilt angle. 
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Substituting Eqs. (9) into Eq. (11) and employing Eq. (12) gives an equation 

( (JOJC ylnr,.J - ~ TrnJ (F G ) (8 {J) 13) K =IX -=- + KB=BJ,= X mbrmb , 
'• r•rJ111 

which holds for each fringe loop. Since a0 x and K do not depend on the orders of the 
fringe loops, the transition from one loop to another loop r ,., -+ r ,.1, 8,.1 -+ 8,.1 changes 
only the value of p. This is obvious since loops of different sizes are differently influenced 
by the specimen boundaries. The radius r s in Eq. (13) is a reference radius. It is usually 
chosen to equal the radius of the region of applicability of the near crack tip analysis. 
The quantities F, G and g are given in the Appendix. By selecting two non-identical loops 
(i = 1 and j = 2) and equating their associated expressions (13) 

(14) ... /r,.1 {F2+G2g2} = F1 +GtKt Jl r,.2 

a cubic equation for {J may be derived 

(15) {J3 (A6 -~,112)+ {J2 (A4 -A.to- lu ~2 + As ~- 2) 

+P(-Ag~- 1 +A2-As~+;t3e)+At~-).7 = 0, 

where ~ = y' r,.1 /r,. 2 and the expressions for A.1 and F1, G1 and g1 (j = I, 2) are given 
in the Appendix. The arbitrary reference radius r s has been selected t9 equal the square 
root of r ml times r m2 • 

The solution of Eq. (15) yields three values for 

(16) p, = p,(8,.1, 8,.2, '•1, '•2); (l = 1' 2, 3), 
which are substituted into Eq. (13) to obtain three values of IX. These three solution pairs 
are then substituted into Eq. (11) to obtain three values of the stress intensity factor K. 
It is obvious for physical reasons that only the solution for {J which provides real-valued 
positive K-values is of practical interest. The value of IX may be negative (SEN-specimen, 
8,. < 90°) or positive (eT-specimen, 90° < 0,. < 110°; DCB-specimen. 110° < 8,. < 145°). 
The magnitude and sign of the {J-term are controlled by the fracture test specimen geometry 
and loading conditions, and change during crack propagation [5]. 

By combining Eqs. (9), (11) and (13) one obtains 

K 1 V = H(O.,, r,., {J) = .. ! 
2T,. 2lQ",. G ... 1+g2

' 

(17) 

where H(O,., r,., {J) is a function of 8,., r,. and {J. The expressions for G and g are given 
in the Appendix. 

The appropriate value of {J from Eq. (16) is substituted into Eq. (17) to yield an ex
pression for the stress intensity factor Kin terms of the six parameters 0,., r,., 8,.., r,~t 
8,.2, and r,.2. It is convenient to let two pairs of parameters coincide (e.g. 8., = 8,.1, r,. = 
= r .. ~)~ This gives the fundamental relationship for the dynamic two-loop method. 

(18) -K = K •- 2 .. ! =H(8,.1,rm1;8,.2,rm2), 
T,. y 2m-,.l 

where K. is a normalized stress intensity factor. 
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Discussion 

The {J term is a time-dependent function for a propagating crack. The magnitude and 
sign of {J(t) depend primarily on the geometry of the fracture test specimen and the load 
conditions, i.e. {J depends on the dynamics of the test specimen. For almost all cases, 
{J is expected ·to increase monotonically when the crack propagates under ,fixed grip" 
conditions. 

It should be noted that any given combination of two fringe loops of different order 
will give a {J-value somewhat different from that given by any other combination. Thus 
the solution (16) as well as the K-value derived depend on the loops selected. 

The following {J-dependent K vs (Jm study covers a wide range of {J values. The influence 
of the {J term on the K vs (Jm curve is appreciable. Figures 3a and 3b show that the range 
of the K,. vs (Jm relationship is a function of the sign and magnitude of {J, and that cor
responding dynamic K·values (Fig. 3b) are smaller than the static-values (Fig. 3a). For 
the static two-parameter method ({J = 0), the range of validity of the K vs (Jm relationship 
is limited by the two singularities at (Jm = 69 .. 5° and (Jm = 148.5°. Increasing positive 
{decreasing negative) {J-values shift this range to the left (right) when the singularities 
move towards lower (higher) Om·angles. Figure 4 compares the adjustment or relative 
error, EJ3, in percent which is introduced if one employs the static three-parameter method 
rather than the dynamic three-parameter method for K-determination. The minimum 
adjustment is 11% for (Jm = 105° in the case of a high speed running crack (c = 16000" /s). 
The adjustment of relative error EJ3 increases when the tilt angle becomes larger or smaller 
than (Jm = 105°. This is the case for SEN-specimens,' where the fringe loops lean forward 
(Om < 90°) and for DCB specimens, where the loops tilt strongly backward (Om ~ 130°). 
Finally, Fig. 5 compares the adjustment or relative error E~~ in percent which is made 
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b C•16000 in/s 

10 80 90 100 110 120 130 
Fringe loop tilt angle, Bm {degrees) 

FIG. 3. Stress intensity factor K vs fringe loop tilt angle 0,. relationship for varying fJ, a) static case, b) high 
velocity running crack. 

/3*=0.3 a1s -a1s 

o~~--~~~~~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--~ .. 
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 

Fringe loop tilt angle, Bm (degrees) 

· FIG. 4. Adjustment (relative error) EP~ · 1000/o associated with static 3-parameter method-+ dynamic 
3-parameter method. 

if one employs the static two-parameter method where {J = 0 rather than the dynamic 
three-parameter method for the determination of K. Again, the minimum error due to 
velocity effects (in the case {J = 0, c = 16000" /s) is about 11%; however, increasing 
positive {J-values enlarge this minimum error whereas decreasing negative {J*-values in 

the range 0 > {J* > -0.4 (P* = {J !._) lower the minimum error. The adjustment curves 
. r. 

for negative {J*-values of magnitude around -0.4 are very complicated because of the 
presence of the strong singularity in the a.*-{J*-plane [5l. 

The fundamental relation (18) may be combined with the stress-law 

Nfa 
(19) Tm = 2h 
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ats 

"t!CQ. 20 

-40 
fi*=- -0.3 -0.15 

FIG. 5. Adjustment (relative error) Fop · 1000/o associated with static 2-parameter method-+ dynamic 
3-parameter method. 

to yield a relation between K and the fringe order N: 

(20) 
Kh 
Nfa = H(O,., rm; {J), 

where fu is the stress-optical coefficient in terms of fringe order and h is the specimen 
thickness. 

Equating a similar expression as Eq. (20) for two indenpendent loops yields 

(2l) N2 H(8m2' rm2' {J) = N2 G1 , /I +gf = ... /rmt = E 
N1 H(Oml,rml,{J) N1 G2 V l+g~ V rm2 

provided the value of K is independent of the loop size (K1 = K2). 

The values of the function H differ for different order fringe loops. This difference, 
however, is very small whenever adjacent loops in the range of 90° < 8,. < 120° are 
selected. Thus, the parametric expression 

(22) 

enters the cubic equation (15). Because ~ can be evaluated from the measurements of 
r mi and the fringe orders Ni, E is a function of the ratio of the two loop orders and the 
apogee distances r,.i. 

The value of K obtained depends on the fringe loop combination, i.e. a transition 
from one fringe loop to another gives a different K-value. The influence of the finite specimen 
boundaries on the loop shape and thus on the determination of K becomes larger for 
larger loops. The use of large isochromatic lobes which are more influenced by the {J-ter,_-n 
leads to an appreciable overestimation (underestimation) of the stress intensity factor 
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FIG. 6. The state of stress around a crack tip and the relative position of isochromatic fringe loops. 

when the {J-term. has a negative (positive) sign. When dealing with loop combinations, 
where one loop is in the plane-strain region and the other loop extends into the plane
stress region, unreliable K-values may be obtained. The region of uncertain stress state 
is an annular zone around the crack tip whose mean radius is comparable to the plate 
thickness. Large scale loops are associated with plane stress strain conditions (Fig. 6). 
This effect can be accounted for by defining a coefficient x which characterizes the degree of 
transition from one state of stress to the other: 

(23) 
Kt 
K2 = l+x, 

where K 1 and K 2 are associated with the large and small loop apogees, respectively. 
Eqations (20), (2) and (23) may be combined to give 

(24) E = Z: (I+t5)(l+x). 

Is should be noted that " changes with the relative size of the fringe loops, i.e. it is 
a function of the difference of fringe loop orders N2 - N1 • The value of " increases when 
N2 -N1 increases. 

Appendix 

The symbol ( )" = o( )/ o() is employed for the derivative with respect to the angle. 
Using the relations (j = 1, 2), 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 
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(A.3) 

(A.4) 

CJ 1 . 01 
s = -sm-, 

'YJ 2 

Cl= -1-cos~ 
c 'YJ 2 ' 

{J rmJ 
GJ = FoJ+ -Gtb 

a 

(A.7) F01 = Dc;1-(l+ri}C:b G01 = 2r1 (C!1-Ci1), 

Fu = nc;1yiJ-(1+d)C:1riJ), Gu = 2rl(CiJ'Y~-c:1rn, 
Fo} = nv;,-(1 +rnv:,), Go}= 2rt(D!j-D;j), 

ftlj = D(D;1y~1+C;12y21Y21)-(1 +rD(D:1riJ+c:,2ruYu), 

Gu = 2yt(Di1'YiJ+Ci12r2/Y2J-D!1riJ-C!12'YtJYu). 
The coefficients of the cubic equation (15) are 

(A.8) 

where 

(A.9) 

A1 = 1'12F01 , As = 1'32Fo1, -".9 = 1'11Fu, 
A2 = T22F01' A6 = 1'32F11 , A10 = 1'21 F12 , 

A3 = 1'12F11 , A., = 1'uFo2' Au = 7i3Fo2, 

A4 = T22F1.1' A-s = T21Fo2' A-1.2 = 1'3tF12' 

TiJ = Fo,FoJ+GoJGob 

1'21 = (FuFo1+GuGo1)" U = 1, 2), 

1'31 = FuF11+GuGu. 

489 

The expressions for G, F, G, i, and g which appear in Eq. (17) are identical to the 
expressions (A-7) with the index j omitted. 
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